
Monochrome Print and PI Competitions  24 January 2023   
Sandie Cox ARPS DPAGB EFIAP made a welcome return to judge the entries in the monochrome competitions. Sandie always looks very carefully at the images and as well as sharpness and composition especially
looks for texture and likes to imagine she could feel the soft feathers or rough bark. 
There was a large projected image entry so to make it a manageable number for Sandie to get through in the evening the entries were dropped from 3 to 2 per member.
Starting with the 52 projected images Sandie gave her comments on each image. With monochrome images the judge looks for contrast between the dark and light areas
and a good range of tones. Some of the entries were let down by looking rather dull and grey but on the whole there was an interesting variety of good quality images and a
wide variety of subjects.

In first place was an excellent image with great detail and texture titled ‘Pin Mill Boat Wrecks’ right by Jane Wiltshire CPAGB, BPE3. The two wrecked boats were well
placed with reflections in the tranquil water. Jane was presented with the Constance Mundy Trophy for best Monochrome Projected Image. 
Another image with the texture the judge looks for – this time the feathers of the great-spotted woodpeckers. ‘Feeding the Chick’ by David Wilkinson LRPS was given a well-
deserved second place.
In third place was ‘Gloucester Prison Inmate’ by Peter Evans which the judge said was well posed.

The judge awarded Highly Commended to 11 of the projected image entries.

After the break the judge gave her critique on the 29 print entries. It was good that the actual prints were able to be
shown as recently many print competitions had to be shown only on Zoom. This meant that members could only see a
digital version of the print and often there is quite a difference between the two. Members were able to see the prints up
close when they were displayed after the judging.

A seascape by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP was placed first and received the Fox Talbot Trophy for the best Monochrome Print. ‘Talisker Beach’ left showed the
rocky ledges as they converged towards the horizon of this well taken image.
A very different image was in second place, ‘Budapest, Liberty Bridge’ by David Lock was a night scene of the river and the city with its many lights. In third place
was a well taken image of a rocky outcrop by Bridget Codrington titled ‘Fairy Glen’.
Seven of the prints were awarded Highly Commended.

Sandie was thanked for giving her excellent critiques on all the entries and for giving her time to visit the club.
Thanks to all those members who entered the competition and special mention of those new members who entered a competition for the first time. Well done to all.
Thanks to Dave Eagle who as usual juggled the competition software and the Zoom at the same time. Thanks to David Wilkinson who organised the Print entries. PM

Full results          All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries

 

Lightbox Christmas Cracker Meeting 17 January 2023   
Club members were asked to present and describe images taken over Christmas time, with a festive theme. Members were asked to describe the image, the settings used and
offered some gentle critique. These ranged from locations in Devizes, Corsham, Dorset, Devon, London and the Lake District.

There were images of light painting using sparklers, LED finger lights and light bulbs. Images of figures from Christmas trees were
popular together with still life. Corsham proved popular as the town puts a lot of work into their shop windows. Street photography
appeared in the form of a workshop done in London, with fascinating images of steamy windows and out of focus colours beyond.
Santa’s steam train appeared at Core Castle, there was a laser light show from Kew Gardens and an excellent exhibition based on the
Nut Cracker at Avebury Manor.

In the second half of the meeting, members were shown the 03 Mono images withdrawn from the annual mono competition, due to the
number of entries requiring a limit on those presented for judging. These varied in location and style, from architecture and street
photography in America, to still life, landscape, Iceland and Italy. Seeing the wide variety of images should make the Annual Mono
Competition one not to miss. The locations seen in both halves of the meeting did stir interest in new places to explore on our
Workshop Outings over the next twelve months.

Thank you to all those who offered images for scrutiny, and as in previous years it proved a great way to share knowledge and learn. GC
Images 'Sparkling Lightbulb' by Caroline Wright and 'Holly and Ivy' by Janet Rutter

A Year in the Wildlife of Salisbury Plain 10 January 2022   
Club members and guests enjoyed a very interesting and informative presentation by local wildlife photographer Alan Benson. Alan is well known for his amazing
wildlife photographs so this was a chance to hear some of the stories behind the images and how he manages to get so close to the his subjects.

Alan has a staggering knowledge of wildlife amassed over many years of observing nature. To get good images of wildlife the photographer needs to know the
subject well. Field craft skills are essential to achieve the best wildlife photographs.
Alan showed a selection of his images showing the wide variety of creatures to be found on Salisbury Plain in all seasons. During the winter there are flocks of
golden plovers and lapwing to be seen.

If you know where to look the recently re- introduced great bustards can be found in quite large groups. Alan had many amusing stories of his encounters with this
large bird.

Alan showed images of several species of owl including amazing shots of the barn owl which is one of Alan’s favourite birds. Club members were impressed by his
many  stunning images of birds, deer, hares and insects.

Alan tries to look out for any unusual behaviour in order to capture something a bit different. By being extremely still and quiet he can often get birds or mammals to come up close so that he gets amazing close-ups –
even sometimes so close that he can only get the subjects head in the frame. Alan’s advice is always concentrate on the eyes as that is what the viewer of an image is drawn to. Patience is the game!!

Try and get an uncluttered background and wait for a bird or mammal to move out of a bush to an open area. Alan often takes images from inside his car as he can find a suitable spot and just wait for something to turn
up.
As well as images taken on Salisbury Plain Alan showed some of his beautiful kingfisher images taken at Bradford on Avon.

Alan gets his images correct in camera with hardly any post processing. Alans shots are mostly handheld with the camera is set on manual. With years of experience he knows his camera controls so well that he can
select the right settings while still observing his subject. 
As well as a large selection of projected images Alan displayed some of his prints for members to view.

Alan was thanked for sharing his fascinating stories and showing his superb wildlife images. PM
Image - Short-eared Owl © Alan Benson

Projected Image League 2023 3 January 2023   
Out with the old and in with a new year, a new logo, a new name for the club, and soon a new website – so it’s all change for 2023!

The first competition under the new name of ‘Devizes Photography Club’ was the Annual Projected Image League.

To enter the competition members needed to send in 3 sets of 5 images on a theme of their choice.
39 sets were entered.
A great variety of subjects with many of the usual landscape and wildlife subjects but some of the rather different subjects were ‘light bulbs’ ‘seaweed’ and ‘dandelions in
ice’. Members seemed to enjoy one rather clever set which was titled ‘Naughty Elf’ with a toy elf having rather too much Christmas tipple!

The competition was held using Zoom so members were able to score each set out of ten according to what they
thought about the quality of the images, how they looked as a set and how they suited the title. Oddly the scores varied

widely with someone giving one set a perfect 10 and another member giving it the lowest score possible!
As each set was scored Frank Collins and Gerald Clarke entered the average score for each set to the software which cleverly worked out the total of each entrants
scores.

At the end of the evening the results were announced. In first place was Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP whose sets were
‘Life of the Mountain Hare’ ‘Buzzard Fight’ and ‘Milky Way’. Second place was Penny Clarke with sets titled ‘Shades of
Africa’ ‘Images of Skye’ and ‘Lion Cubs at Play’.
Third was Tony Leach with ’Insects’ ‘Mist’ and ‘Raptors’. Caroline Wright, Craig Purvis and David Wilkinson LRPS were the next highest placed and were each awarded
Highly Commended.
David Wilkinson congratulated the winners and thanked Competition Secretary Dave Eagle who organised the competition and the 2 scorers who worked out the results. 
Thanks to all those members who spent time putting together their sets. 
An interesting evening with a wide variety of images for members to enjoy. PM

Images shown are by Robert Harvey from 'Milky Way' set, Penny Clarke from 'Shades of Africa' set and Tony Leach from his 'Insects' set.

Christmas Party and Image Knock Out Competition 20 December 2022   
For the last meeting of 2022 there was a very special guest to host the evening. 
Santa came and wished everyone a Merry Christmas. He said he was in charge for the knock-out competition and there were no rules – but in case of a dispute then Santa
was always right!

For those members who were new to this ‘fun, but totally unfair’ competition it was explained how it worked. The randomly selected images
are shown in pairs and then members voted by raising their hand for either the left or right-hand image as they are shown on the screen. This
can sometimes be rough justice depending how the pairs come up – really good images can come against each other but one has to go!

There has been fantastic support and the number of images from each member cut from 6 to 5 to give a manageable number. The image with
most votes goes on to the next round but the other image of the pair is sadly knocked out. When the vote in the hall was a tie then those
watching on Zoom could vote for their favourite and then if it was still a tie then Santa had the casting vote.

Starting with 127 images - we got through the rounds with 8 images left in the running then down to 4 and then the 2 who will be in first and
second place.
Well - it was ladies night as all 4 images that made it to the final were by lady members!!

In first place was a deceptively simple coastal image titled ‘Shingle Street’ by Jane Wiltshire. Second was another image by Jane titled ‘Beckford’s Tower’ depicting the interior view of the
spectacular spiral staircase.

A clever and amusing image of bent drinks cans made it all the way to the end – ‘Tin Can Singers’ was by Bridget Codrington. A colourful, light painting image by Janet
Rutter titled ‘Planets’ was in 4th place.

Very well done to those ladies whose images got through every round against a wide variety of amazing images and
survived to the end. Thanks to all members who sent in images to make it such an enjoyable evening.

Special thanks to Santa (alias Frank Collins) and to his elf – Dave Gray who ran the completion and to Gerald Clarke who
helped with the technical side.

After all the work raising hands all evening, members could partake of the seasonal spread laid out by Bridget
Codrington, Penny Clarke and other helpers. Thanks to all for making it a fun evening. PM

Wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
 

 

Astrophotography Course  
On Saturday 17th December ,Robert Harvey BA ARPS EFIAP CEnv CSci MCIWEM ran an astrophotography course exclusivly for members of the Devizes
Photography Club. 
The course was attended by 7 members from the club, who spent the daytime session learning the techniques of how to make stunning images of stars, planets, the
moon and the Milky Way, in conjunction with terrestrial landscapes. The course also coverered photographing star trails and other atronomical phenomena.

After dark the group went to Salisbury Plain for a practical session, The temperature were sub zero but the skies
were clear and perfect for photographing the stars. 
The feedback from the group has been very positive and we will be planning an astrophotography trip soon for
club members. CW

Robert is a club member but he is also a professional photographer and author so we were very pleased that he
could find time in his busy schedule of photographic tours to run this day for us, if you are interested in any of
the photographic tours he runs, details can be found here. https://www.naturalworldphotography.net   

           Photos by Sue Wadman

'In His Element' 13 December 2022   
The club was delighted to welcome Mark Gilligan FBIPP who is a professional photography teacher and an award-winning landscape photographer. Mark has been
teaching and running landscape photography workshops and courses in the Lake District and Snowdonia for over 40 years and knows just about every inch of the
area. Mark works throughout the year no matter what the weather and particularly likes the dramatic skies when a storm is approaching. 
Covering all four seasons he talked about how he approaches the different challenges that photographers face.
Mark kept members entertained with his often humorous memories of taking each image. He says ‘every picture has a story’ and ‘think about the reason that made
you pressed the shutter at just that moment’ Try to capture a moment in time that is unique and special.
A features writer for many magazines, his work regularly appears in the national and regional walking publications. Mark showed how he works his way around an
area taking photos from all angles. He sometimes uses square or portrait shapes as well as the more usual landscape and letterbox formats.

Mark is an official ambassador for Lee Filters so of course showed how using a ‘big stopper’ or polarising filter
can make an amazing difference to the image. Mark is a photographer who processes images with the bare
minimum of editing to ensure that they are as faithful as can be to the scene.
Mark also enjoys taking more intimate images where just a tree or rock formation takes his eye. Some images look almost abstract and he experiments using ICM
but says ‘some work but some don’t’
The historic Dinorwig slate quarry is a place that Mark has many memories of visiting and he produces many thought provoking images of the harsh conditions that
the miners once worked in.
Stunning landscapes were taken in all seasons and all weather conditions and Mark constantly revisits his favourite areas in order to capture something new. He did
say that photographers venturing into treacherous places should make sure they are well prepared and have the right clothing.
Thanks Mark for sharing your enthusiasm for the great outdoors whatever the weather throws at you! Thanks also for showing such excellent images and giving
members lots of helpful tips and advice. PM

See Mark's website for more information   Images © Mark Gilligan

Annual Nature Projected Image and Print Competitions  6 December 2022   
There was a large entry for the Annual Nature Competition judged by Ralph Snook ARPS EFIAP/b DPAGB. Ralph has judged club competitions many times and he was sorry that he was unable to visit in person on this
occasion but members were able to hear his comments via Zoom. 
Ralph commented that the entries portrayed ‘nature’ in the widest sense with images of plants, fungi and insects as well as many birds and mammals.

With such a large entry from the Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced sections to be commented on and awards given. Ralph pointed out that it was the small
details that often made the difference of gaining an award or not. Background distractions and over- processing let down some images. Often ‘telling a story’ or
showing habitat is what a judge looks for in a nature image. Many images were described as ‘pictorial’ and that was what appealed to the judge as he liked to see
something a bit different.
The 53 PI entries were shown first and Ralph picked out 15 for awards. First place went to a superb close-up image ‘White Faced Whistling Duck’ by Jane Wiltshire.
The image was sharp and showed the texture of the feathers and Ralph felt it stood out from the rest. Jane was awarded the Bowker-Praed Challenge Trophy
awarded for the best Projected Image. Jane was also awarded second place with another well taken image ‘Mating Demoiselles’ and the third entry by Jane
‘Bickering Buzzards’ gained an HC so very well done to Jane. 
Third place went to David Wilkinson for a well caught image of a Pine Marten titled ‘Kit Investigating its Territory’ All the awarded images are listed below.

Next came the 21 entries in the print section. Sadly, members were unable to see the actual prints but
hopefully they will be on show at a later date. Projected Image copies of the print entries were shown, although

Ralph gave his judgement on the actual prints which he was able to examine closely. Often there is some difference between the print and the PI version and Ralph
pointed out that details were sometimes better in one than the other.

Again it was a more pictorial image that appealed to the judge. Deceptively simple the rim-lit image ‘Marbled Whites at Dawn’ by Tony Leach gained first place and
was awarded the John Sowman Memorial Trophy for the best Print.
Second place was awarded to David Wilkinson for his image of otters titled ‘Annoying Cub’. Third place went to ‘Bellowing Red Stag’ by Barbara Jones with the
stag’s head and antlers standing out well against the background.

A very enjoyable evening with a very wide range of interesting subjects. Thank to Ralph for his helpful comments on how images in his opinion might have been
improved and for choosing the winning images. Thanks to all who entered and congratulations to all those who gained awards in this very tough competition. PM

Full results     All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries 

 

Fine Art; A Workflow 29 November 2022   
David Garthwaite – a renowned professional photographer from Leeds gave club members a very detailed insight into the many processes he uses to achieve his
immaculately presented images. 
Using Zoom, David very ably gave a tutorial showing the very intricate way that he edits an image.

Many of the images David showed were of ultra-modern buildings with sleek clean lines. Viewpoints are very carefully chosen with leading lines to guide the eye through
the image.

Most images architectural images were converted to monochrome with exaggerated contrasts to emphasize the shapes and angles
and the interesting details.

David began by demonstrating how he combined two of his images of Broadcasting Tower, Leeds. Using the transform tool in
Photoshop he straightened and corrected any lens distortion. Any tiny imperfections in the building were removed.

Using the many tools in Photoshop he showed the rather complicated processes he uses to get his superb results. The image is cut
into many sections and the contrast on each piece carefully adjusted using dodge and burn gradients.

The image is reassembled taking great care that every detail is perfectly aligned. Using adjustment layers and masks the sky was
changed to give a long exposure effect to complement the building.

Members were intrigued to follow his interesting techniques with a view to trying some of them out for themselves.
Many thanks to David for the insight into his creative world. PM

Images © David Garthwaite    See more of Davids images website

Images from the Club Outings 2022 22 November 2022   
Our Club Meeting on 22nd November took the form of a ‘Show & Tell’ of images from the many Club outings during 2022.

There have so far in 2022 been 13 Club outings starting in Bradford-on-Avon in January, and others covering Lacock, the
Dorset Coast, Savernake and Westwoods, Langford Lakes, Warblers, Clevedon Pier and Burnham on Sea, Brownsea Island,
Ystradfellte Waterfalls and a 9-day trip to the Dolomites.

On average 8-10 members have taken part in each trip, sometimes more, sometimes only 5 or 6.

Participants told tales of dealing sometimes with less than ideal conditions; the Bluebells trip to Westwoods ended up
focussing more on images of Bertie the Westie; those going to Clevedon Pier for sunset drove through torrential rain to get
there to be rewarded by rough seas and a brief burst of colour in the sky. 

The Ystradfellte participants had to deal with rather more water than they had bargained for and the Dolomites party dealt with most seasons in the course of their week in
late September.

We viewed over 80 images from the range of outings with the photographers giving background to what had inspired
their images and how they were taken as well as many enjoyable tales of the trips themselves.

There will be more outings in 2022 and through 2023; a great way to get to spend time with fellow Club members and
explore and expand photographic skills at the same time. FC

 

 

 

 

 

The Kingswood Salver 2022  
For the first time, Devizes Camera Club entered a panel of 5 images by 5 different authors on a theme into this prestigious competition run by the Western Counties
Photographic Federation WCPF. 
Our entry was called Dolomites and was kindly collated by Robert Harvey. 

The club didn’t get an award in the main competition but Sue Wadman’s image ‘Conifers, Cinque Torri’ right was awarded 2nd place as an individual print. 
Many congratulations to Sue.

The other images in the panel are shown below:
Tre Cime di Lavaredo by Frank Collins
Ra Gisela by Dave Gray
Alpe di Suisi by Caroline Wright
Sassolungo by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP

        

Open Projected Image Competition 2 15 November 2022   
The second Open Projected competition was very ably judged by Steve Hallam LRPS who said that he had been impressed with the high standard of entries. It was good to have the judge at the club in person to give
his comments rather than over Zoom. 
Steve commented that he felt some of the images had been rather over processed which is sometimes a matter of personal taste, but maybe members should try to not give that impression. Another comment that
came up several times was ‘watch the edges of your picture’ as often distractions that should be cropped are missed. 

There were several excellent bird images that particularly impressed the judge in the Beginners section. ‘Dartford Warbler’ left by Richard Jones which was
awarded first placeand Steve said it was extremely sharp and well posed.
‘Dawn in the Julian Alps’ by Tony Leach was placed second with the judge saying he particularly liked the recession of the mountains. In third place was a very well
caught image of a dragonfly ‘Soaking up the Sun’ by Barbara Jones. The judge also awarded highly commended to 5 images which are listed in the Full results
below.

Next came the entries in the Intermediate section. Steve said that coming from the Bristol area he saw many
images of the 2 bridges that cross the Severn and that ‘Prince of Wales Bridge’ right by Craig Purvis was a
very impressive image. 

It was taken at just the right time in the evening to show the sky and the water well lit and also the lights on the bridge. 
The second placed image was very different with a close up taken at night ‘White (Square-lipped) Rhinoceros’ was by Penny Clarke. ‘Storm Approaching
Crackington Haven’ was an ICM image by Bridget Codrington and was awarded third place.

Lastly the judge commented on the entries in the Advanced section. Several groups of members had recently
visited Iceland and the Dolomites so there were many images of jagged mountains and frozen landscapes entered.
‘Sassolungo’ and ‘Budir Church’ by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP were both excellent images taken at those locations and were awarded first and third places. 
A rather different image was in second place - ‘Flamboyance of Flamingos’ by Jane Wiltshire was a well put together image with subtle colours.
Steve was thanked for his helpful comments and for judging the competition.
Congratulations to all those who gained awards. Thanks to all who entered who hopefully learnt from the judges’ comments. 
Thanks to Competition secretary Dave Eagles who put the competition together and projected the images using DiCentra software. PM

Full results      All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries.

An Evening of Light Painting 8 November 2022   
At our club meeting on Tuesday 8th November members  had a "hands on” evening of Light Painting.

We experimented, using mostly home made light painting tools , including a bike wheel, plastic ducting pipe, a mirror and a couple of crystal balls, finger lights, lots of LED
lights  and burning  wire wool, all modified to produce some excellent results. 
Using different camera settings and slow shutter speeds produced some magnificent images

This was a new discipline for many members and seeing the images on the back of the cameras produced many surprises and
smiles. 
Many of the attendees are now looking forward to a field trip to try this again using different location's in the next few weeks. CW

Some of the interesting Light Painting images taken by members indoors and outside during the evening

                 

Digital Adventure 2022 1 November 2022   
Renowned creative photographer Colin Harrison EFIAP/d3 MFIAP MPSA GPSA FRPS FBPE FIPF APAGB MPAGB AWPF was welcomed back to the club to show some more of his very imaginative images.
During his introduction the club chairman remarked on Colin’s long list of photographic achievements acquired during his years as a top photographer. During his
presentation Colin explained about the range of competitions and Salons that photographers can enter.
Colin says that he considers himself a ‘happy snapper’ and takes photos of anything and everything. 
To achieve his surreal creative montages Colin demonstrated how he combines various images and backgrounds using layers. All the elements used need to relate
to one another to build up the image. Colin showed how his vivid imagination and creative skills combine to create his award winning images.
The term ‘creative’ means different things to different people and Colin feels the image must create a mood and atmosphere to be successful. He adds textures
which help blend all images together.
He always likes to experiment and showed us how he takes images of water droplets using flash and often rigs up make shift devices to help him get the image he
wants.
Colin said he likes to have fun with his photography, don’t be too serious – just enjoy!!
Steve Hardman thanked Colin for his entertaining, informative and different presentation. PM
See more of Colin's images on his website

The Club is Changing! 25 October 2022   
At the Extraordinary General Meeting held on Tuesday, members voted unanimously to give the name the club a new more up to date name. 
It was felt that 'Camera' did not convey a modern feeling as it is the art of photography and the images produced that are what the club concentrates on. 
'Camera' implies that we all sit around comparing cameras, but the equipment used is not so important.
Many former 'Camera Clubs' have also taken the decision to get more up to date as well.
Nowadays many members use phones to take their images and when images are judged in competitions it does not matter how they were taken - it's the quality of the image that is important!
Over the next few weeks the clubs website, facebook and Instagram will change to the new name of Devizes Photography Club
It was felt that more new members will be attracted to join the club as digital photography is very popular with all ages.
You will still be able to get to the website using the present name but you will be diverted to the new website. 
You may like to save the new name in your favourites. All the changes will take a few weeks to become active. PM

Open Print Competition 1 25 October 2022   
The first Open Print Competition of the season was judged by Aleks Gjika EFIAP DPAGB and was seen by members via Zoom. He said in his introduction that he had developed his photography over many years but
this was his first year as a judge.

Aleks said that he had enjoyed judging such a great selection of members’ prints and as with all competition judging he will give his comments and his ideas on any
improvements that might have been made. The judging was made entirely on the actual prints but as the competition was shown on Zoom, jpegs of the entries were shown
to members. Aleks remarked on the differences between the print and the digital version. Often this was the light and contrast in the image but also colours could look rather
different. 
Members will be able to see the actual prints at the meeting next Tuesday.

The 15 Beginners entries were the first to be judged. In first place was a print by Tony Leach titled ‘Hello Mr Bee Eater’
shown left. The judge liked the composition and the image was sharp and well printed. Tony also was awarded 2nd
place with ‘Mayflies Warming Up’ and an HC for ‘Catch of the Day’ so congratulations to Tony. 
Third place went to ‘6 Thru the Esses’ by Dave Johnson and an HC was awarded to ‘Reed Warbler’ by Richard Jones.

In the Intermediate section the judge said that ‘Sunrise, Marlborough High Street’ right by Bridget Codrington had spectacular light and awarded it first place.
Second place went to ‘Storm Approaching Stourhead’ by Peter Evans and in third place was ‘Savernake’ by David
Lock.

Lastly the 17 Advanced entries were shown, with a still life taking first place. ‘Duo of Seabass’ left by Jane
Wiltshire. 
Aleks said that the objects worked well together, the colours were well chosen and it was an excellent print.
Second and third places went to landscapes by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP titled 'Milky Way, Kynance Cove' and 'Kirkjufellbefore Winter Sunrise'.

Aleks was thanked for judging the Print competition and for giving his excellent critique.

Results          All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries
Members can login to see the points tables

Street Photography 18 October 2022   
Tonight we welcomed Ash Smith with a presentation on his approach to Street Photography. Ash is a UK based Street Photographer, with a background in fine art and design and a professional background in sports
coaching and teaching.
Inspired by early colour street photographers like Saul Leiter & Fred Herzog, Ash likes to use light, colour and texture to capture intriguing moments in daily life.
Ash's background in fine art and design leads him to take a more artistic view of photography, preferring the aesthetic over the technical and this leads him to produce work leaning more towards the “environmental”
street photography style, where the human element provides a sense of scale or context to the environment, rather than working in the pure documentary or candid style.
Messing About with the Landscape 11October 2022   
 Landscape – with a difference!
Award winning photographer Mark Reeves ARPS’ presentation is designed both to entertain and to stimulate creativity amongst attendees. Mark demonstrated -
•how photographers and painters portray the landscape differently
• how and why he moved away from traditional landscape photography
• the techniques he uses; ICM, double exposures, diffusers, selective focusing
• equipment and camera settings
• post processing

Open Projected Image Competition No 1 4 October 2022   
Members were able to meet up once again and enjoy viewing the interesting projected images entered in the first competition of the 2022-23 season. The Judge Keith Hart was at his home in Newcastle so he was on
Zoom to give his opinion on each image. He gave his critique, pointing out the good points in each image and also where he thought improvements might have been made. Keith commented on cropping out areas that
did not have anything of interest, how contrast and highlights might be improved and of course getting the subject in focus!! He also looked for something interesting and bit different.

Starting with the 26 entries in the Beginners section with a variety of subjects from Aviation to wildlife. The judge felt that many of the monochrome images lacked contrast and detail. He preferred square images to be
really square and not just a bit off as they lacked impact.

The image the judge placed first was a stunning evening view of the ‘Grand Pier’ at Weston Super Mare by Dave Johnson. The judge said the colours gave the image a
dramatic look with the sky and lights reflected in the wet sand. Dave Johnson was also awarded second place with his image ‘Cockpit Detail’. The judge liked the detail
and the contrasting colours. Third place went to Tony Leach with ‘Rising Sun Lights Poppy Field’ which certainly lived up to its title! There were 6 Highly Commended’s
(HC’s) awarded in this section.

Next came the Intermediate section with a rather unusual image gaining first place. Titled ‘Zebra, Botswana’ by Penny Clarke it
was an ideal subject to have as a monochrome with the animal set against a stark white background. Penny also gained
second place with a delightful, colourful landscape titled ‘Long and Winding Road’. 
In third place was another well taken, colourful image by David Evans titled ‘Wing Walkers’ 5 HC’s were awarded.

Lastly came the Advanced section with a selection of amazing images – stunning landscapes, close up wildlife and superb still-
lifes.
The image that caught the judges eye was something rather different – coloured pencils! The image ‘Fizzy Pencils’ by Janet Rutter was awarded first place which the judge said

was a great interesting idea and great fun. Second was ‘Biker Life,’ a monochrome portrait by Jane Wiltshire. The pose suited
the character of this tattooed man looking straight into the lens. Third place went to ‘Playing a Delicate Tune' by Dave Eagle
which had a well chosen title! Keith said the image was a well taken and liked the interaction of the insect and the subtle colours worked well. There were 7 HC’s. 
Congratulations to all - the full list of awards can be seen below.

Thanks to Keith for his interesting critique and for picking out his favourite images.
Thanks to all who entered – hopefully all entrants gained something from the judge’s comments.
Also thanks to Competition Secretary, Dave Eagles who set up the competitions and had to juggle with the competition software, lists of entries and Zoom!

See all the full results     All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries 
Members can login to see the points table.

 

 

Small World 27 September 2022   

Polina Plotnikova FRPS EFIAP has previously given the club an excellent presentation on her delightful flower photographs and she began the evening by saying she
was a ‘picture maker’ rather than a ‘picture taker’. She is 100% in charge of what appears in each of her images. This time Polina gave an intriguing presentation on a
genre of photography that most club members didn’t even know existed as she led us into the little known world of posing and photographing jointed art dolls.

These are no ordinary dolls as they are hand crafted by experts, have carefully painted life-like features, wigs of many colours and
jointed limbs that can be bent into numerous positions. Because of the Covid restrictions Polina decided to use her collection of
art dolls in a similar way to setting up still life images. She could carefully select backgrounds and accessories to achieve the
image she has in her very imaginative mind.

Polina gets her ideas from books, TV and film dramas or paintings. Her little characters are dressed in beautiful handmade
costumes and posed in appropriate settings. Sometimes the scene is set up in her studio but also she uses historic landmarks outdoors as the background.

Polina says that she adores the long, slow process of setting up the scene. The pose, the costumes, the lighting are all very carefully
controlled. Toy animals such as dogs, cats, wolves and even a horse can be specially commissioned, each exactly to the same scale as the
dolls. Polina can cleverly recreate an Old Master painting and has taken this art form to an extremely high level.

A truly fascinating evening showing the dedication and skill needed to achieve such high quality images. PM

See more of Polina's images Website

 

 

From 60 degrees North 20 September 2022   
Wildlife photographer and passionate naturalist Oliver Smart was welcomed back to the club to give a presentation of his images taken during some of his visits to the most
beautiful locations in the northern hemisphere.
Starting with Finland, Oliver gave an insight into photographing the wildlife that survives in such harsh conditions. Most of the
wildlife heads south but from the comfort of a heated hide Oliver photographed golden eagles and black grouse on a lek as well
as a variety of small birds and owls.

Alaska has even harsher conditions but as he travelled north into the Arctic Circle he encountered caribou and musk ox in the
deep snow. Oliver showed delightful images of polar bears as they played together in the snow and the Dall sheep with their
curved horns. During several visits to the area he has also had good sightings of foxes and snowshoe hares.

Then after the break Oliver showed images taken closer to home – the Shetland Islands is renowned for its seabird colonies along its rocky
coastline. You can get really close to puffins as they fly in to feed their young. Grey and common Seals are to be found on the shore as well as the
chance of seeing otters.

To finish the presentation Oliver showed images taken in Svalbard – a group of islands in the Arctic Circle off the Norwegian coast. With its stunning
landscapes, polar bears can be found as well as walrus, reindeer and arctic foxes.
Many of Oliver’s images have been published in books, nature magazines and wildlife guides. He also leads guided trips to scenic areas in Britain as
well as abroad. See Oliver’s website for more information.

Club members enjoyed a really inspiring presentation from this very knowledgeable and enthusiastic speaker. PM
Images © Oliver Smart - Golden Eagle, Musk Oxen, Puffin & Dall Sheep

Printing with Confidence - always! 13 September 2022   
Members and guests had an interesting insight into the latest range of home printers and had tips from experts on how to choose a printer and get good results ‘always’.
To start with professional photographer David Platt talked about his photography career and how he specialised mainly in landscape and travel. He felt it would be good to add variety and so also looks for abstract
subjects and macro shots. Reluctant at first to print his own images for sale as he found the process difficult and rather costly. But now he feels confident that with his Canon equipment he now gets consistent good
results and he feels happy to sell his prints. He wants printing to have minimum fuss and reasonable costs
David projected some of his excellent images and explained how he chooses those that would sell well as prints and that people would enjoy hanging on their walls for a long time. He prefers subtle colours and restful
subjects such as woodland scenes and simple scenes with colour harmony.
We were shown some photographs taken on a visit to Vietnam with the interesting patterns of the rice terraces. David says that he is keen to make sure that the colour green printed correctly as it is often too vivid and
unnatural. The photographer needs to find the best paper to suit their work and there is a great range to choose from.
After the break Tom Storey assisted by Raj Khepar explained the differences between Canon printers and what to look for when choosing one. They had set up two A3+ inkjet printers – one used pigment ink and other
dye ink. Improvements have been made in recent years and the latest range of photo printers give deep blacks and vibrant colours. 
Tom explained how to set up your monitor to get the best results and also what a difference the type of printing paper used can make to the finished print.
Members were invited to have some of their images printed and they enjoyed watching their prints slowly emerging from the printers with amazing results. Some prints were printed on both printers so that members
could see any subtle differences between the pigment ink and the dye ink.
Many thanks to David for showing his images and to Tom and Raj for such an informative evening. See the Canon website for information on printers and paper.
Frank Collins said it had been a fascinating insight into how photographers can get the very best home prints. PM

Welcome to the New Season 6 September 2022   
A great start to the 2022-23 season and so good to see so many members back in the Devizes Sports Club. There were also many newcomers who we hope enjoyed the evening and will soon become members.
Chairman Steve Hardman gave everyone a warm welcome and outlined the exciting season to come.
Frank Collins went through the upcoming programme with 37 meetings covering a great variety of topics. With a very wide range of subjects 15 speakers will give illustrated presentations on nature, landscape, creative,
street, architecture etc. so something for everyone to enjoy. There are also practical and ‘in house’ sessions as well as 11 competitions to take part in.
The club has a ‘special interest group’ where members can arrange to meet up and photograph interesting locations and share knowledge with others. 
During a break, members could chat and enjoy the selection of delicious cakes on offer.
Back in our seats for a ‘Show and Tell’ session. A range of images taken by members during the summer were shown and photographers were invited to say something about each image. Members have many different
interests and this was shown in the diverse range. Also several members had experimented with different techniques.
Renowned for his wildlife images David Wilkinson showed a leaping red squirrel and otters taken in Scotland and described how he managed to get an excellent image of his dog jumping a gate.
Dave Eagles spent time experimenting with new subjects and techniques. He has tried his hand at light painting a still life, finding interesting abstracts as well as woodland plants.
Two of Bridget Codrington’s images showed her skill at ICM (Intentional Camera Movement) and explained the trials of getting the image she is after. Also Bridget always produces interesting still life images.
Frank Collins spent some time in Cornwall and showed a bluebell wood and a stunning coastal landscape as well as people sitting on park benches.
A visit to a 3 day event provide Pete Evans with some interesting horse jumping opportunities and Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP showed examples of astro- photography and nature.
Most of these images will probably be seen in competitions during the season.
Anyone interested in photography is very welcome to come to a club meeting, meet members and maybe join in the club activities.
Thanks to all the committee members who provided the cakes, put out all the equipment and tidied the hall which is undergoing some renovation! PM

Summer Social Event 7 August 2022   
After a 2 year break because of Covid restrictions members could once again enjoy getting together for a Summer Social. A large number of members, together with
their partners met up on a glorious hot and sunny afternoon in the large garden of Gill and Ian Cardy. It was good to meet up with fellow members during the
summer break and have a chat before the start of the new season in September.

With a clear blue sky overhead members could catch up with each other and enjoy talking about their latest
travels and photographic experiences.

Many thanks to all those who organised the event and set up the large marque which provided some shade
from the scorching sun. Thanks to Frank Collins who did a great job cooking the very tasty meat on the hot
and rather smoky barbeque. Thanks to the ladies on the committee who provided the marvellous selection of
salads, sweets, cakes and drinks enjoyed by all. And many thanks to Gill and Ian Cardy for the use of their
lovely garden.

Soon we will be meeting up once again in the Sports Centre on Tuesday evenings. Anyone with an interest in
photography is very welcome to come along, meet up with members and see some of the photographs that members have been taking during the summer. PM
Left- members enjoy the spread of food on offer. Right - Frank manning the barbeque

Visit to Burnham on Sea Lighthouse 29 July 2022
On Friday 29th July 2022, 7 members headed to Burnham on Sea beach to capture the sunset with the high
tide surrounding the lighthouse. We had planned to make this trip on Thursday 28th but the weather was
against us and with little hope of a sunset we postponed to Friday as the forecast was much more promising

We travelled in 3 vehicles and although we all chose different routes due to the heavy holiday traffic but all
arrived at the right location within a few minutes of each other and we made that short walk to the beach.

We spent a few hours until sunset photographing the lighthouse and the wave patterns , We were treated to a
fantastic sunset and we managed to capture beautiful colour not only in the sky but also in the wet sand left by
the receding tide. CW

Left Lighthouse by Bridget Codrington     Right - members on the beach in the
shadow of the Lighthouse by Caroline Wright
See 'Out & About' for more photos

Out & About with the Club  
During the summer break the club is still very active. Members have been visiting a variety of places to enjoy taking photographs together & visiting new places.
The latest trip was to Clevedon Pier to photograph the Sunset 0n 30 June.
 "A small group of 3 went to Clevedon Pier on Thursday evening. During June and July the sun sets at the end of the pier, so a trip was planned to coincide with the high tide last week and the best day according to
the weather forecast was Thursday. We arrived at Clevedon and watched bands of heavy rain roll in from the direction of Wales and it seemed that photography was not on the cards until 30 minutes before sunset
there was a break in the rain and clouds as we all rushed to get out our cameras set up and we were treated to amazing light and colours as the sun set." CW               Photos by Caroline Wright & Sue Wadman

 

 

Another trip was to Langford Lakes.
10 members met up to photograph the wildlife, birds and invertebrates found at this Wiltshire Wildlife Trust site near Wylye. We
were guided by our very own Tim Tapley who shared not only his extensive knowledge of the species found there, but also how
to best photograph them. He spent much of the morning helping us to explore the small bugs and insects found on the main
path that runs through the site. With his help we found an array of small insects that we would usually have walked past. It was
a fantastic experience and I for one have certainly discovered a whole new view of wildlife. We finished the visit with a trip to the
Kingfisher Cafe for lunch and cakes.CW

Photos- Ladybird Larvae & Cardinal Beetle taking Flight by Caroline Wright
See more about visits made by Club members on 'OUT & ABOUT' 

Photos below by Dave Gray- Thick-legged Flower Beetle, Red-tipped Clearwing Moths, Four-spot Chaser

Club AGM and Presentation of Trophies 17 May 2022   
Members met at the Devizes Sports Club for the AGM with others able to see the proceedings from their own homes via Zoom. Business moved on very quickly, last year’s minutes were approved and the reports from
committee members had already been circulated. 
Club chairman Steve Hardman said in his report that it had been a year of ups and downs with the pandemic lockdowns meaning many meetings were held on Zoom. It was with some trepidation that members were
welcomed back to the Sports Club but it was good that members could again socialise once again.
Steve thanked members whose efforts had helped the club get back to some sort of normality. Programme secretary Frank Collins had produced an interesting selection of speakers; through the use of Zoom we were
able to have some excellent presentations from outside our usual range. Frank coped admirably when the programme had to be changed at very short notice. Frank said that most of the 2022/23 programme was
already planned with a range of interesting speakers, competitions and practical evenings. We can all look forward to the next season. 
Dave Eagle was thanked for his technical expertise running the competitions and the Zoom meetings. Often meetings have members attending in person, some on Zoom and the judge, speaker or chairman also on
Zoom from different places. Dave has been ably assisted with the competitions by David Wilkinson and Gerald Clarke.
Club Treasurer, Lynda Croft was thanked for her work keeping the accounts up to date. The club finances continue to be in good order and the club is well placed to begin the 2022/23 season. 
Steve thanked Bridget Codrington for her work using social media to publicise club activities. Caroline Wright, as Membership Secretary, has again looked after our members’ database. Pam Mullings was thanked for
continuing to run the club website.
Dave Gray was thanked for his work as both Club Secretary and Battle Secretary. For many years Dave has led a very successful Landscape group taking
members on both local trips and longer stays further afield but Dave has decided to step down from that role. For all his work for the club over the years Dave
was made a Life member of the club.
To replace the Landscape Group, Caroline Wright has organised a range of local trips covering diverse subjects of interest to members. Thanks to all the
committee members who continue to contribute in many ways to keep the club running.
The pandemic has taken a toll on membership of many clubs with some local camera clubs folding. There was a discussion on how the club might ‘re-brand’
itself and get back to its former high number of members. The committee are going to discuss some of the ideas put forward.
After the break the club trophies were presented so many congratulations to those who have won competitions during the last season. Thanks to Dave Eagle for
organising the engraving and for polishing up the gleaming display of silverware shown! 
See the list of award winners.
Enjoy the summer break, take a lot of interesting photos and get ready for the next season starting on 6 September. PM

Ladies versus the Gents or 'Annual Battle of the Sexes!' 10 May 2022   
The penultimate meeting of the season was the annual battle between the Ladies and Gents of the club but of course it was not competitive at all was it?

To make it fair, the club organises that a Lady and a Gent both do the judging and this year it was long –standing friends of the club Adrian Herring ARPS DPAGB and Vanessa Herring LRPS who took on the challenge.
The judges did not know who had taken any of the 60 images so there was no bias and they did not confer so it was not until the actual competition that they knew what the other had scored. Vanessa said that she was
looking for harmony, mood and something different.

Being very experienced judges they mostly made similar comments and scores with each of them awarding points out of 10. The team captains were Caroline Wright for the Ladies and Gerald Clarke for the Gents and
each selected 30 images. There were limits on the number of entries from each member and some images had to be new to club competitions. Images taken by members in the Beginners and intermediate sections had
2 bonus points added to their score.

Adrian and Vanessa gave their comments on each image and then awarded the points. Frank Collins then did the maths and read out the combined scores together with any bonuses.  After the first 30 images the
Gents were well ahead having gained 3 perfect 20’s and a total of 270 points against the Ladies 224 points. 
After the break both sides continued with some high scores but the Ladies also had a perfect 20 resulting in both teams tying with 250 points to add to the half time scores. The final result was Ladies 474 and Gents
520 points, so well done to the Gents! Since these battles started up in 2017 the Ladies have won 3 and now the Gents are equal with 3 wins as well so all to play for in 2023!!

Nature subjects seemed to be the high scorers with 3 out of the top 4 being birds or mammals. ‘Chaffinch Dispute’ by David Wilkinson LRPS, ‘Jewel in the Winter’ by Dave Gray and ‘Red Squirrel’ by Hilary Tapley all
gained a 10 from both judges. 
An astro-photography image ‘Milky Way, Lulworth Ranges’ by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP also gained a total score of 20. Another 8 images also scored a 10 from one of the judges, so very well done to all of those.
Thanks to all those whose images were entered.

Frank thanked Adrian and Vanessa for giving such constructive feedback and Adrian concluded that they had both enjoyed looking at such superb range of images. Thanks also go to Battle secretary Dave Gray for
organising the competition, captains Caroline and Gerald, Frank for the scoring and Dave Eagle for all the technical knowhow with the projection and setting up Zoom for those who could not attend in person. PM

Print & PI of the Year Competition 3 May 2022   
For the last competition of the 2021-22 season all the images that have gained a 1st, 2nd or 3rd place are judged and the winners in each section are awarded the Print or PI of the year trophies. 
The difficult job of judging the club's ‘best of the best’ this time was Eddy Lane ARPS DPAGB EFIAP APAGB.
The prints were judged first starting with the Beginners section. An astrophotography image titled ‘Old Church and Milky Way’ by Peter Evans was placed first. 
Eddy liked the way the building and foreground were lit and the colour of the sky. Peter also gained second place.
In the Intermediate section it was a monochrome woodland scene by Dave Eagle titled ‘Distant Light’ that was awarded the trophy. In second place was ‘Take Flight’ by Richard Blackbourne.
In the Advanced section it was Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP that was awarded the trophy. Robert’s print ‘Kimmeridge Ledge’ gained first and all the other awards in this section also went to Robert.

                 

After the break came the Projected Images starting with the Beginners section. Eddy liked the way the fungi was lit in the image ‘Common Puffball in Savernake Forest’ by Peter Evans.
An image of a familiar bird was in second place ‘Solitary Rook’ was by Richard Jones.
In the Intermediate section Richard Blackbourne won the trophy for an image of a White-faced Scops owl titled ‘Owl in the Grass’. 
Second place went to an unusual cityscape ‘Office Block at Sunset’ by David Evans.
Lastly came the judge’s choice in the Advanced section. Another landscape by Robert Harvey was the winner – this time ‘Roman Fort, Hardknott Pass’. 
In second place was ‘Blackbird in a Sunbeam’ by Tim Pier.

Congratulations to all those who won this seasons trophies which will be presented at the AGM. 
Well done to all members whose excellent images were in this competition making it difficult for the judge to pick his winners.
Eddy was thanked for giving his judging and his detailed comments on all the entries. PM
Full results            See the award winning images in the Galleries

How to present your images as an Audio-Visual Sequence 26 April 2022   
Club members were given an inspiring insight into the making of AV’s by Ian Bateman FRPS MPAGB AV-AFIAP APAGB. AV’s can be as simple as a series of still images set to music or can be much more complicated
withanimated  images, music and recorded dialogue that combine to tell a story.
Ian demonstrated the use of Pictures to Exe (PTE) AV Studio which is excellent software that cleverly combines your own still images, video, music and voice overs to play on a computer, TV or show on ‘You Tube’. 
With a bit of artistic skill and practice you can create remarkable AV’s which Ian very ably demonstrated by showing us some of his own award winning sequences. Ian Bateman is Vice-Chairman of the RPS AV Group
and presented examples of the many AV sequences in his portfolio. An AV titled ‘Cathedral’ showed a range of beautiful interiors skilfully put together so that they flowed seamlessly with well-chosen music. ‘Two
Circles’ cleverly combined images of Stonehenge with a replica Stonehenge built at Maryhill, Washington USA to honour the dead of World War 1. In contrast ‘Dismaland’ showed artist Banksy’s take on a Disney theme
park in a rather run-down area of Weston-Super-Mare.
Ian said that first you need an idea which he says is the difficult bit! You need a number of suitable still images that fit the theme and complimentary music.
After you have selected the images for your sequence they should all be resized to the same aspect ratio and saved in a folder together with recorded music and any other sound effects. Open the PTE software and
then drag your images onto the timeline. Transitions used between images should mostly be simple fades but you can choose from the wide range available when appropriate. Music, sound effects and voice overs can
be added and the timings all easily adjusted. 
Ian finished this entertaining evening by showing some more of his very creative sequences. ‘Going Underground’ comprised cleverly manipulated images taken on the London Underground. ‘The Gathering’ showed
some excellent animated effects as Antony Gormley’s ‘Angel of the North appeared to fly from an exhibition site in London to a hilltop in Gateshead.
Members were moved by the sequence titled ‘The Fallen’ which skilfully combined images of poppy fields, the ceramic poppies in the Tower of London moat and the thousands of shrouded model figures laid in rows
commemorating the dead of WW1.
Ian was thanked for giving such an inspiring demonstration about the making of an AV and for sharing his own well-crafted sequences.
Maybe members will be inspired to have a go at creating their own AV’s after this fascinating presentation. PM
See some of Ian's AV' on his website

Shooting Commercially off the Beaten Track. 19 April   
The presentation was given on Zoom by James McCormick who is one of the professional photographers from Mc2 Photography. James explained the pressure of being on an assignment as a commercial
photographer as he is obliged to aquire the images the client has requested.
James first learned his photographic skills using film which gave him a good grounding in camera settings. He now uses a mirrorless camera system but always shoots manually. He always had an ambition to be a
journalist and now takes on challenging photographic projects following the clients brief. For this presentation James took us through the planning and thoughts about his commission to photograph the production of
coffee in Ethiopia.
Although most club members will probably not be paid to shoot such a sequence of photographs, the planning and preparation is similar to setting out to photograph a local event or some local scenery. James plans in
advance the photographs his client needs. He knows his camera settings for all situations so well that he can just get on with getting the images. Lighting can vary enormously but he can quickly change exposure
settings when required. He says ‘think simple’ and takes just a small bag with his camera and a few lenses, cards and spare batteries on a photographic assignment. His camera uses two memory cards which he backs
up as soon as he can. 
Before he presses the shutter he looks objectively at the image in the viewfinder. He thinks ‘why am I taking this image – does it convey the emotion I need?’ Every image must be part of the story he needs to convey.
After getting an initial image or two ‘in the can’ then he can get more creative and try out different depths or field or different angles. 
James showed how he looks out for interesting characters that make good commercial images and showed some delightful Ethiopian ladies as they went about their work harvesting and drying the coffee beans.
Everyone from the ‘big boss’ to the local schoolchildren became part of the story he needed to record.
James was thanked for taking us his interesting journey and giving an insight into the world of commercial imagery.PM
See Mc2 Photography  for a range of travel holidays and other photography related information Website

Devizes CC v Frome Wessex Photographic – Inter-club Battle  
We had a close run battle with Frome Wessex on Friday 7 April, which unfortunately did not go our way.  
Final scores were Devizes CC 505 points v Frome Wessex Photographic 529 points. 
The competion was held on Zoom and the judge was John Tilsley ARPS APAGB DPAGB
Well done to Dave Eagle, whose monochrome image titled ‘Tidal’ was our only 20 pointer of the night - Battle Secretary Dave Gray

Other Devizes entries that scored highly were -
Golden Rays on the River Kennet by Bridget Codrington - 19 points
Kingfisher with a Catch by David Wilkinson LRPS - 19 points
Llyn Dau at Sunrise by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP - 18 points
Feeding Time by Robin Gregory - 18 points
Sunrise at Turf  Fen by Sue Wadman - 18 Points
Limbo by Pam Mullings - 18 points
Moor Crichel Avenue by Caroline Wright - 18 points
Common Blue in Morning Dew by Tim Tapley - 18 points
Many Congratulations to Frome Wessex for their winning score.

Open Projected Image Competition 3  
The seventy-six entries in the third Open PI competition of the 2021-22 season were judged by Peter Crane ARPS. Peter commented before he started giving his critique that judging
is always subjective and an image that one judge gives a top award, might only be given a low score by different judge. He said that the range and standard of the entries was high
which made it difficult for him as there are only a set number of awards allowed for each section.

Starting with the 28 entries in the Beginners section Peter commented on each one, pointing out the good aspects as well as any minor faults. Placed first was ‘Bristol Harbour,
Waterside Reflections’ by Peter Evans. This delightful image showed the colourful reflection of a child as she played inside the water installation. A nature image was in second place
‘Solitary Rook’ by Richard Jones was a well captured, sharp image of a wild bird. In third place was as image by Adam Woodhouse of a dog waiting for its ball to be thrown, aptly
titled ‘Eyes on the Prize’. The judge awarded Highly Commended to 6 more of the images in the section including Scottish landscapes, a biker and an African waterhole.

Next Peter gave his critique on the 18 images in the Intermediate section. A nature image again took the judges eye, this time a
well caught sharp image of a ‘Nuthatch’ by Richard Blackbourne. The bird was well placed on a mossy branch against a muted
background. In second place was another dog image titled ‘Anticipation’ by David Evans. In third place was something very
different ‘Office Block at Sunset’ also by David showed a city- scape with windows reflecting many colours. Three more images

GB Cup 2023 Open and Nature Competitions  
The Photographic Alliance of Great Britain (PAGB) has now released the results for this year’s national GB Cup and GB Cup for Nature competitions. As usual, the
judging session is held behind closed doors and results emailed to the competing clubs.

For the GB Cup (Open Projected Image), 66 clubs took part, with scores ranging from 160 for the winners (Smethwick Photographic Society) to 106 for the club in
last place. Devizes scored 136 which gave us a ranking of 36th=, so pretty much in the middle of the pack. Another 6 points would have put us in the top 20.

For the GB Cup for Nature (Projected Image), 63 clubs took part, with scores ranging from 154 for the winners (North Norfolk Photographic Society) to 53 for the
club in last place. In this one, Devizes scored 136 (nothing if not consistent), giving us a ranking of 38th=. Another 8 points in this competition would have put us in
the top 20.

Our individual scores for each competition are shown below. Each entry is scored out of 5 by 3 judges, making a maximum score of 15. Note that for each
competition, we submitted 24 entries, but only the 12 highest scoring are used to calculate our total score.

Congratulations go to Caroline Wright for a score of 13 for ‘Through The Glacier’, and also to those who scored 12.
Members scores
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different ‘Office Block at Sunset’ also by David showed a city- scape with windows reflecting many colours. Three more images
were awarded Highly Commended including an impressive portrait of a snow leopard.

After a short break Peter gave his comments on the 30 images entered in the Advanced section. 
With an amazing range of landscapes many of which were taken by members on a recent visit to Iceland and
some impressive nature images it must have been difficult for the judge to pick a winner. The image chosen was
‘Through the Glacier’ by Caroline Wright which was an unusual shot from inside an Icelandic ice cave showing the interesting patterns in the ice. Second place went to
something entirely different with a creative image of butterflies flying out of a book. ‘Flight to Freedom’ was by Pam Mullings. Third place went to another of the
Icelandic images ‘Ice on Diamond Beach’ by Robert Harvey ARPS EFIAP showing the colours in the floating ice. Six more images were picked out for HC’s including
several snowy scenes, an Icelandic aurora, a macro insect and a leaping dog.

Thanks to Peter for his excellent critique and to competition secretary Dave Eagle for compiling and projecting the entries. Thanks to all the members who entered such
an interesting range of images and many congratulations to the winners.

See the full results        All the awarded images can be seen in the Galleries 

Capture the Moment 5 April 2022   
The presentation tonight was on Zoom and Mike Bennett LRPS, DPAGB, EFIAP, BPE3 gave his thoughts on his approach to photography. Mike likes to challenge himself and he says he ‘will have a go’ at any
photographic genre. We saw some of his interesting sport images where he got shots of the action on the field and track. One of the challenges he set himself was to get nature images of birds and butterflies in flight
and he showed some well caught images. He likes to set himself projects and has photographed the smoked fish industry near Grimsby where he lives, the casting of iron, an old railway and many more local industries.
Mike has an interest in Street photography and showed a range of images taken of people as they went about their life unaware that they were being photographed.
Many images were in monochrome which suited the lone people, old buildings and cobbled streets. Mike looks for light and shadow and many images had the
subject caught in a shaft of light. Particularly moving was a sequence of mono images taken in Hull which were put together in an AV titled ‘Northern City and set to
‘Sound of Silence’ by Disturbed.

Mike showed some portraits of interesting faces with the models often in period dress and he showed how he sometimes changes the background to suit the
characters. A range of creative images was shown wherehe had used software to add textures and overlays.

Finally Mike showed how he had created the image of a trawler which looked as if it had been taken in a raging storm at sea. Mike showed how he cleverly put
together the composite image. When photographed the ship was moored in calm water but using layers, a stormy sky was added as a background and then
turbulent waves to complete the effect in the foreground. The secret is to make all the layers blend seamlessly, add texture and give an overall colour hue to create a
realistic looking scene.
Mike was thanked for showing the club his wide range of images. PM
See Mike's Website

Animals on the Edge: Reporting from the Frontline of Extinction 29 March 2022   
It was great to have a ‘live’ speaker once again and wildlife photo-journalist Chris Weston said it was good to see am audience once more. Chris is passionate about turning the tide in the battle against the extinction of
critically endangered animals. His book ‘Animals on the Edge’ was published 10 years ago but sadly in many cases little has changed to bring red listed animals back from the brink.
Chris has travelled extensively over the last 20 years photographing the conflicts faced both by humans and animals. Land where once animals roamed freely is now farmed and animals often trample crops and kill
livestock which leaves the farmers with little income. In other areas endangered species are hunted for bush-meat, skins or even trophies. Chris related many sad stories of the conflicts but also a more upbeat story
about the Highland Gorillas of Rwanda where eco-tourism has encouraged the local population to regard the Gorillas as an asset to the country.
Chris showed us some of his amazing wildlife photographs and explained that he prefers to not use large telephoto lenses. He likes to get close up images by spending time and getting close to his subjects by gaining
their trust. If that is not possible, then he uses hides or remote cameras. Chris likes to plan beforehand exactly what he wants to portray in his images and goes to great lengths to get his images. Sometimes its months
or even years before he gets the ideal conditions to get the image he has in his mind. Chris likes to experiment with his images and he showed how he managed to photograph lions hunting at night with a background
of star trails. ICM and panning resulted in some interesting images that gave an impression of animals on the move.
A range of AV’s were shown featuring images of the lives of Big Cats, Elephants and Great Apes.
Chris was thanked for giving such a thought provoking and interesting presentation. PM
See Chris's website for images and information on conservation, workshops and safaris.
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